However I soon started attending the Maths Arcade and feel that this has been of enormous benefit to me both on an academic and social front. What attracted me initially was the title, which I thought seemed informal and friendly. My main purpose for attending was to make friends with like-minded mathematical students. As I do not 'live in' at university I realised that I might be at a disadvantage when establishing a friendship group. I also felt that as a first year it was important to engage in other aspects of uni life besides partying! Through the Maths Arcade I have benefitted by meeting others who are on the same wavelength as me. The opportunities to discuss, dissect and participate in stimulating and thought provoking maths games are something I have enjoyed immensely.
As well as socialising with my peers, the Maths Arcade also gives the opportunity to interact with the lecturers on a less formal level. This is in addition to tapping into the wealth of knowledge that they have about their subject. It also allows the lecturers the opportunity to interact with their students and gain an insight into their differing learning styles.
Every session at the Maths Arcade is different, as the discussions, games, people and ideas vary from week to week. Different ways of playing the games can be discussed and tried out to see what difference this makes. One of the many attributes, which I feel makes the University of Greenwich Maths Arcade unique, is that it is not just a place for 'maths geeks' . All maths students, whatever year or level they are at, are welcome to attend for fun, enjoyment, queries, banter and a light hearted approach to all aspects of mathematics.
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